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Abstract: 
 
Despite the current success of aulic studies in early modern history, the court did not exist as a 
research topic on its own until well into the 1980s. Before then, historians tried to compile all the 
information they could with the hope of being able to reconstruct a "perfect" narration of their 
national history. In the twentieth century, it was argued that a collection of data reflects not only 
objective information, but also the personality, interests, goals, and beliefs of the collector and 
his or her society. The ideal of "Total History"--the aspiration to write an indisputable and 
objective narration of cultures and nations has disintegrated. Historical studies have since 
diversified into multiple circumstantial, inapprehensible and sub-theoretical pieces. It is in this 
context that the subfield of "court history" has been able to grow in recent decades. In many 
instances, court history studies what happens behind the scenes of major historical events, and 
therefore its findings and achievements were often neglected of diminished by the traditional 
notion of history. In court history, secrets and rumors, games, friendships, and personal 
preferences are more important than facts, battles, and offices. 
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